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• Formed in January 2011, IAG is the parent company of Aer Lingus, British Airways, 
Iberia and Vueling 

• IAG combines leading airlines in Ireland, the UK and Spain, enabling them to 
enhance their presence in the aviation market while retaining their individual 
brands and current operations 

• It is a Spanish registered company with shares traded on the London Stock 
Exchange and Spanish Stock Exchanges. The corporate head office for IAG is in 
London, UK 
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* The above data represent the sum of BA, EI, IB, VY 2014 figures. Aer Lingus was acquired on 18 August 2015.  
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IAG is a single ‘group’ with multiple operating companies who retain their own brands and airline operationsIt is scalable – with a structure designed to facilitate mergers and acquisitionsIAG is the third largest group in Europe and the sixth largest in the world, based on revenue.
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First International Commercial Flight 25.08.1919 
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Our vision: To enhance the benefits of air transport, while removing or minimising any impacts on the local and global environmentOur role: To develop practical and policy solutions for cleaner, quieter, smarter flying Our Approach: We engage regularly with stakeholders to communicate our work and to understand their prioritiesWe aim to be a trusted and credible source of information We focus on the UK, however our work takes place in a global context



What technologies will be possible? 
How much fuel will we need to meet the emission reductions we 

outlined? 
What fuel can be manufactured in the UK? 

Sustainability is the key deliverable 
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UK aviation fuel use  should peak ~ 2040 and decline - demand in 2050 is approx. equal to 2030 ~ 15 Mill tonnesUK require 3.3 – 4.5 million tonnes of sustainable fuels to achieve GHG savings of 18 to 24%  E4tech have worked at the interface between energy technology, environmental needs and business opportunities, since 1997. They have advised the UK Government, European Commission and international agencies on biofuels for transport.  Last year they produced an EU harmonised Auto-Fuel biofuel roadmap to 2030, for a consortium of six automotive and fuel companies.  Lucy Nattrass is Managing Consultant at E4tech and leads the biofuels and bio-based chemicals sector. ICAO – Alternative Fuels Task Force – Technical Potential and Sustainability assessmentsIEA Blue Map 27% of all transport fuels could come from sustainable bio sources by 2050About 50% of this from wastes and residuesFurther potential from the recycling of waste gasesECF report identified 16% transport fuels could come from sustainable wastes and residues by 2030 Value of €15bn and up to 300,000 jobs (full technical potential)



UK Trajectory to meet 2050 GHG emission targets 
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WorldwideGlobal aviation fuel demand estimated to increase from 411 Mt in 2030 to 689 Mt in 2050



  

• Global aviation potential  - 13 million tonnes of production in 2030 
• Aviation fuels produced in combination with other fuels/products 
• To achieve a 24% reduction in CO2 emissions in 2050, these production 

rates would requires an annual growth of 14 to 18% after 2030 ~ slightly 
lower growth rates than those seen in road transport fuels 
 

• Advantages: 
• Biorefineries – addresses decline in smaller-scale fossil refining  
• Energy security  
• Can use low value wastes and residues to create high value end products 

– fuels, chemicals. 
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….and the process is certified for aviation fuel



Technology Development Hurdles 
• Many technologies in early stages of development  
• Commercial finance - too risky 
• We need innovative partnerships to share in the risk 
• Airlines are taking the lead and working with 

technology providers 
• Public-private partnerships are needed 
• Policy support – long term  
• Bankable 
• Policy support is essential 

 



  
• Many states have policies to promote 

renewables in electricity – less in transport 
and often aviation fuels are excluded 

  
• Bridging the gap between the market price 

of fossil fuels and the cost of sustainable 
fuels is needed 
 

Using regional blending mandates - higher fuels prices in a region causes 
competitive distortion and can increase emissions – Opt in – USA, Netherlands 
 
UK Example: 
Aviation fuels designated “Development fuels” and given a higher level of 
incentives – producers can opt in. 
 



Can we achieve a win-win? 
• There are opportunities here 
• This is a long term journey and we cannot make it 

overnight 
• These changes will need to be policy driven 
• Carbon pricing is an essential element for aviation to meet 

its climate commitments but sustainable fuel development 
needs to run in parallel 

• Bringing new technologies to scale is important in the next 
10 years to ensure that we can scale up production over 
time 
 

 



What Policy Changes are Needed? 
 

 •For states to work with industry to form public-private 
partnerships - to de-risk investment and support scale up of 
first of a kind technologies 
•Policy support needs to extend over the long term and be 
“bankable” – to promote investment 
•For states to recognise the strategic value of sustainable 
aviation fuels within evolving energy/transport/industrial 
strategies and to integrate aviation fuels into these policies 
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